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Abstract
A free energy function can be defined as a mathematical expression that relates macroscopic free energy changes to microscopic or molecular
properties. Free energy functions can be used to explain and predict the affinity of a ligand for a protein and to score and discriminate between
native and non-native binding modes. However, there is a natural tension between developing a function fast enough to solve the scoring problem
but rigorous enough to explain and predict binding affinities. Here, we present a novel, physics-based free energy function that is computationally
inexpensive, yet explanatory and predictive. The function results from a derivation that assumes the cost of polar desolvation can be ignored and
that includes a unique and implicit treatment of interfacial water-bridged interactions. The function was parameterized on an internally consistent,
high quality training set giving R2 = 0.97 and Q2 = 0.91. We used the function to blindly and successfully predict binding affinities for a diverse test
set of 31 wild-type protein–protein and protein–peptide complexes (R2 = 0.79, rmsd = 1.2 kcal mol− 1). The function performed very well in direct
comparison with a recently described knowledge-based potential and the function appears to be transferable. Our results indicate that our function
is well suited for solving a wide range of protein/peptide design and discovery problems.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Free energy; Protein docking; Desolvation; Computational; Regression; Transfer free energies

1. Introduction
There is a need for computational methods to explain and
predict free energy changes for biophysical and biochemical
processes [1–6]. An important class of biophysical phenomena
is that of non-covalent protein–protein interactions. Such vital
activities as cellular growth, self-reproduction, and cellular
communication are supported by a byzantine network of
signaling cascades and metabolic pathways which rely on the
coordinated and tightly regulated activities of interacting
proteins, thus making protein–protein interactions attractive
targets for therapeutic intervention [7,8]. The ability to estimate
the free energy changes that control protein–protein associations will allow us to predict whether these interactions can
occur under particular environmental conditions. There is also
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considerable interest in developing peptide-based drugs [9–12]
and thus a concomitant need for accurate methods for estimating
protein–peptide binding free energies.
Specifically, free energy functions are needed to solve three
problems: (1) predicting and explaining experimentally determinable protein–protein dissociation constants; (2) predicting
and explaining how different mutations affect those equilibrium
constants; and (3) accurately scoring and ranking the binding
poses generated by protein–protein docking algorithms
[3,14,15]. Ideally, the function should also be transferable; it
should work equally well for a diverse and large number of
proteins. Because of the biological and clinical importance of
free energy functions and the nature of the scientific challenge, a
considerable amount of effort has been devoted to this research
[3–6,13,16–23]. However, the development of a function to
solve all three problems remains elusive. In part, this is because
theoretical validity and physical meaningfulness tend to exclude computational efficiency [1,20]. In this study, we have
addressed the first problem of predicting and explaining
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experimentally determined standard state binding free energies,
specifically, for complexes with a single dominant binding
mode that approximates rigid-body association and with an
emphasis on computational speed.
Here, we have combined a thermodynamic derivation with a
linear combination of physics-based descriptors and applied
regression analysis to obtain a function that accurately models
the training set binding data in a statistically significant manner. This analysis helps to ensure that all important terms are
included in the function and allows us to rule out random
chance for any observed correlations. We also show that the
magnitudes and signs of each descriptor are consistent with
what is known from experiment and theory. We tested the
ability of this analysis to predict binding affinities using a leaveone-out cross validation and by blind prediction on test set, with
encouraging results. Moreover, our results suggest that the
function is transferable. Importantly, the function's fast
implementation makes it a viable candidate for addressing the
scoring problem.
In summary, we describe a novel, physics-based empirical
function that is fast enough to potentially solve the scoring
problem yet rigorous enough to accurately predict and satisfactorily explain, within well-defined limits, wild-type binding affinities for a large and heterogeneous set of protein
complexes.
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association constant, Ka, and the standard state free energy of
association, ΔGassociation, in terms of ΔGisomer and ΔGbind,
DGassociation ¼ GRL  GRðN Þ  GLðN Þ
¼ RT ln ðKa Þ
¼ DGisomer þ DGbind :

ð2Þ

2. Materials and methods

In all that follows, we make the assumption that ΔGisomer =
ΔHisomer − T ΔSisomer ≈ 0 and thus, that ΔGassociation ≈ ΔGbind.
This simplification (i.e. rigid-body binding) is often justified for
binding reactions that involve only minor conformational changes
and allows us to substitute the co-crystallized coordinates of the
receptor and ligand (R and L) for their unbound coordinates (R(N)
and L(N)) [6,21]. Importantly, a relatively large and diverse class
of protein–protein and protein–peptide associations entails only
minor conformational changes [24–26].
To rigorously predict ΔGbind from the molecular properties
of R, L, and RL, one needs to calculate the partition functions
(QR, QL, QRL) for R, L and RL from an explicit consideration of
the molecular ensembles for R, L, and RL and with an explicit
solvent model. This approach, however, is too computationally
demanding. A simpler method is to assume two-state binding
and identify each macroscopic state with a single, experimentally determined molecular structure [1,27] and then derive a
mathematical relationship between the molecular properties of
each structure and ΔGbind [4,13,18,19]. Finally, because the
pressure–volume work contribution is negligible, we can equate
the enthalpy change with energy change, ΔH ≈ ΔE [4].

2.1. Basic thermodynamic principles and key simplifying
assumptions

2.2. Derivation of the master thermodynamic equation

From the perspective of thermodynamics, protein–protein or
receptor–ligand binding reactions can be described in terms of
three macroscopic states [1,4],
Rð N Þ þ Lð N ÞYRL

ð1Þ

where R(N) refers to a 1 M aqueous solution of native-state
receptor, with standard state free energy GR(N); L(N) refers to a
1 M aqueous solution of native-state ligand, with standard state
free energy GL(N); and RL refers to a 1 M aqueous solution of
receptor–ligand complexes, with standard state free energy GRL.
The association reaction represented by Eq. (1) can be re-cast in
terms of two coupled (standard state) reactions, an isomerization
reaction (ΔGisomer) and a binding reaction (ΔGbind),

The magnitude and sign for ΔGbind arises from changes in the
entropy and energy of binding. We assume that the change in
energy can be explicitly estimated from the crystal coordinates of
R, L, and RL, while the change in entropy (∼the ensemble sizes
for R, L, and RL) can be estimated implicitly from the same
coordinate set.
It is helpful to conceptualize the calculation of ΔGbind as the
sum of two coupled free changes: (1) a desolvation free energy
change (ΔGdesolv) that arises from the total elimination of
receptor and ligand–water contacts and the formation of new
water–water contacts; and (2) a contact free energy change
(ΔGcontact) that arises from the formation of new receptor–
ligand, receptor–water–ligand, and water–water contacts
following association. Thus we have,
DGbind ¼ DGdesolv þ DGcontact

Rð N Þ þ Lð N ÞYR þ L DGisomer

ð1aÞ

where

R þ LYR þ L DGbind

ð1bÞ

DGdesolv ¼ DGdesolv;charge þ DGdesolv;polar
þ DEdesolv;hydrophobic  T DSdesolv;hydrophobic

where isomerization involves the free ligand and receptor
native states adopting their respective “strained” binding
conformations. Complex formation is then assumed to proceed
between “rigid-bodies” as depicted in the binding reaction
(Eq. (1b)). This model allows for the determination of the

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

and
r–l
r–l
DGcontact ¼ DGr–l
charge–charge þ DGcharge–polar þ DGpolar–polar
r–l
r–w–l
þ DGr–l
þ DEconf
qm þ DGvdw þ DG
 T DSconf þ DGtrans–rot :

ð5Þ
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The first two terms in Eq. (4) refer to the free energy penalties of
completely removing charged and polar groups from contact
with water. Both terms can be further decomposed into the free
energy cost of breaking electrostatic interactions, Van der Waals
(vdw) interactions, and hydrogen bonding interactions with the
solvent. The last two terms in Eq. (4) give the energetic and
entropic changes associated with removing hydrophobic groups
from contact with water. The first three terms in Eq. (5) give the
electrostatic component to the free energy of forming qm
charge–charge, charge–polar and polar–polar contacts at the
r–l
receptor–ligand interface. ΔG qm
is the free energy of forming
the quantum mechanical (QM) or covalent component of
r–l
receptor–vdw ligand hydrogen bonds [28], and ΔG vdw
is the
free energy of forming receptor–ligand vdw interactions. The
final four terms in Eq. (5) refer to the free energy of forming
water-bridged receptor–ligand contacts, the change in conformational energy, the change in conformational entropy, and the
change in translational–rotational free energy, respectively.
Rigid-body binding implies that changes in conformational
energy can be neglected [2,4,6,13,16,17,21]. Assuming a clash
free interface, it is reasonable to assume that the receptor–ligand
vdw interactions formed at the interface offsets the binding
induced loss of favorable receptor–water and ligand–water vdw
interactions [6,29]. Analogously, we assume that the receptor–
ligand charge–polar and polar–polar electrostatic interactions
formed at the interface help compensate for ΔGdesolv,polar [30].
Finally, the change in the rotational–translational free energy
(ΔGtrans–rot) is assumed to be ≈0 [31]. Stated mathematically
we make the simplifying assumption that,
r–l
r–l
r–l
DEconf þ DGcharge–polar
þ DGpolar–polar
þ DGvdw
þ DGdesolv;polar þ DGdesolv;charged;vdw
þ DEdesolv;hydrophobic þ DGtrans–rot c0

ð6Þ

where only the vdw contribution is included in the case of
charge group desolvation and the electrostatic and hydrogen
bonding (QM) contributions remain uncompensated. Combining Eqs. (3), (4), (5) and (6), we have
r–l
r–l
DGbind ¼ DGcharge–charge
þ DGqm
þ DG r–w–l  T DSconf
þ DGdesolv;charge  T DShydrophobic :

ð7Þ

Eq. (7) serves as the master thermodynamic equation and
implies that the binding affinity is a function of interchain
charge–charge contacts, the covalent or quantum-mechanical
contribution of hydrogen bonding interactions, the free energy
of interfacial water mediated receptor–ligand interactions, the
change in conformational entropy and the free energy of charge
and hydrophobic group desolvation.
2.3. Identifying each term in the master equation with a physical
descriptor
To write ΔGbind in terms of R, L and RL, each of the terms in
Eq. (7) must be explicitly associated with a molecular property
or physical descriptor characteristic of R, L, and RL. The
simplest approach is to assume a linear relationship between

each thermodynamic term and its corresponding physical
descriptors. The equations describing the relationship between
each term in Eq. (7) and its hypothesized a priori plausible
descriptor are given below:
r–l
r–l
þ DGqm
¼ asb Xsb þ ahb Xhb
DGcharge–charge

ð8Þ

DGdesolv; charge  T DShydrophobic

¼ aþ= XRL;þ=  XR;þ=  XL;þ=

þ as=c XRL;c=s  XR;c=s  XL;c=s

ð9Þ

T DSconf ¼ ator XRL;tor  XR;tor  XL;tor

DG r–w–l ¼ agap Xgap :



ð10Þ

ð11Þ

In Eq. (8), Xsb refers to the total number of salt bridges,
defined as the difference between the total number of favorable
and non-favorable electrostatic contacts at the interface and Xhb
refers to the total number of hydrogen bonds. Favorable
contacts include oppositely charged atoms separated by 4 or
less; unfavorable contacts include like charges separated by 4
or less. The nitrogens of Lys and Arg side chains were assumed
to carry positive charges, while the oxygens of Glu and
Asp chains were assumed to carry negative charges. Likewise,
N-terminal nitrogens, carboxyl oxygens and phosphate oxygens
were all assumed to carry positive and negative charges,
respectively. Histidine residues were assumed to be neutral. All
hydrogen bonds were calculated according to the chemical,
angle and distance criteria of Arthur Lesk [32].
In Eq. (9), each Xi,+/− refers to the total number of solvent
exposed charged groups, where i = RL, R or L. A group is
counted as exposed if its solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
is N 1.0 2. Similarly, each Xi, c/s refers to the total number of
exposed (SASA N 1.0 2) hydrophobic groups (carbons or
sulfurs).
The Xi,tor terms in Eq. (10) refer to the total number of
exposed side-chain torsions including main-chain torsions
for peptide ligands. All torsions associated with a side chain
(or main chain in the case of peptides) possessing a relative
SASA N 60% are counted as exposed. All SASA calculations
were made using the program NACCESS [33].
Xgap, (Eq. (11)) refers to the gap volume at the interface and
was calculated using SURFNET [34]. In this calculation, a trial
gap sphere is placed midway between the vdw surfaces of two
neighboring atoms, and if any neighboring atoms penetrate the
trial sphere, the radius is reduced until it just touches the
penetrating atom. If the sphere radius falls below some pre-set
radius the gap sphere is rejected, otherwise the final gap sphere
is saved. The procedure is repeated for all atom pairs and the
gap region is filled with spheres. Here, we used the default
SURFNET values (minimum radius for a gap sphere = 1.0 ;
maximum radius = 5.0 ).
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2.4. Using regression to parameterize the function
Each αi in Eqs. (8)–(11) is a proportionality constant that was
determined by multiple linear regression. Regression assigns
optimal αi's to achieve a least-squares fit between a dependent
variable (experimentally determined binding affinties) and a
linear combination of independent variables (Eqs. (8)–(11)).
Any disagreement between the estimated and experimental
binding affinities is attributable to random error (μ) which is
assumed to be normally distributed with a constant variance, σ2.
The errors are further assumed to be independent of each other
and each estimator X variable. Hence, multiple regression treats
the αi's as estimators of the true population coefficients (βi's),
thus providing a basis for hypothesis testing and statistical
inference. It is also assumed that no significant linear correlation
exists between the independent variables (multi-colinearity).
2.5. Constructing the training and test sets
Regression was used on a training set of 24 protein–protein
and protein–peptide complexes. All 24 complexes were
imported from the protein data bank [35] using the molecular
modeling package Deep View [36] (http://www.expasy.org/
spdbv/). In constructing our training set, we emphasized structural quality and consistency with the underlying assumptions
of our method. Hence, we first searched the literature for complexes that passed a screen of 10 explicit physicochemical and
structural criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

structure solved using X-ray crystallography
resolution b 2.4
r-factor b 0.25
satisfactory What Check report (implemented at PDB)
high quality protein–protein interface (assessed visually
using DEEP View)
ligand free protein–protein interface
availability of high quality experimental binding data
single, dominant binding mode
agreement with our simple charge model
rigid-body binding.

As a final quality control, we manually inspected the header
files of candidate structures to search for problems not disclosed
by the 10 checks described above. Ultimately, we settled on 24
protein–protein complexes.
All 24 training set complexes seem to have a single binding
mode and seem to satisfy the rigid-body body approximation.
Nine training set structures are known to involve binding
associated Cα conformational changes, for both binding partners,
of ≤0.9 rmsd and thus approximate rigid-body binding [37,38].
Moreover, 19 of the 24 structures have been successfully utilized
in past docking and modeling studies that assumed rigid-body
association and a single binding mode [6,13,16–19,21,24,26,39].
This set of 19 structures was supplemented by 4 structures that
involve binding associated Cα conformational changes of
≤ 0.9 rmsd for at least one binding partner. A final complex
(1 DHK) was also included, despite the fact that the bound
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receptor differs from the unbound receptor by ≈1.28 rmsd. The
inclusion of 1DHK was deemed a necessary compromise to
enhance the diversity of the training set. Agreement with our
simple charge model is suggested by the fact that 19 of the 24
complexes have been used in the past modeling work referenced
above. Moreover, agreement with our charge model was
confirmed through use of the PROPKA pKa prediction tool
(propka.chem.uiowa.edu) [40]. The PDB and CATH [41] codes
for all 24 training set complexes are summarized in Table 1.
In constructing the test set the emphasis was on diversifying it
with respect to the training set and constructing one large enough
to be useful. Thus, we were sometimes forced into relaxing our
selection criteria. For example, we included structures solved
using NMR and complexes that might undergo binding induced
conformational changes that are slightly N 0.9 rmsd. However,
very large conformational changes and serious structural
problems, like missing interface residues or problematic charge
assignment, resulted in the elimination of many candidate
complexes. These compromises were deemed necessary to
construct an adequate test set. The PDB codes for all 35 test set
complexes are summarized in Table 3.
Using multiple linear regression, the final equation for predicting and explaining binding affinities was obtained:
DGbind ¼ 0:85DXþ= þ 0:067DXc=s  0:66Xsb
 0:90Xhb  0:00087Xgap  0:091DXtor
 0:54

ð12Þ

where Δ refers to the differences between the unbound and
bound states.
2.6. Modifying Eq. (12) to facilitate the analysis of peptide transfer
free energies
In the Results and Discussion sections we show the relationship between free energy predictions made using Eq. (12)
and free energies obtained from experiment. One test compares
side-chain transfer free energies calculated using Eq. (12) with
experimentally determined side-chain (X) transfer values from
water (W) to octanol (O) obtained from a series of 8 host-guest
(ac-Ala-X-Ala-t-butyl) tripeptides and 17 host-guest pentapeptides (Ac-WL-X-LL).
A complicated multi-term equation is probably required to
explain the free energy of transfer (ΔGX, w–oct) for the peptides.
Progress can be made, however, by recognizing that the charge
and hydrophobic desolvation term of Eq. (12) could serve as key
terms in a more complete expression for estimating ΔGX,w–oct,
DGX ;w–oct ¼ DGdesolv;charge  T DShydophobic þ DGother
¼ 0:85XL;þ= þ 0:067XL;c=s þ f ð X Þ

ð13Þ

where the first term in Eq. (13) estimates the free energy cost of
rupturing contacts between water and charged groups and the
second term quantifies the favorable entropy changes that accompany hydrophobic group transfer; f (X) refers to any remaining free energy contributions that are not explicitly accounted for
this term is dropped when making actual calculations.
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Table 1
Training set PDB and CATH codes, complex types, crystallographic resolution, experimental and predicted binding affinities
PDB

Complex type

Resolution ( )

CATH (Rec)

CATH (Lig)

Rigid bodya

ΔGbind,exp

ΔGbind

1brs

Barnase/barstar

2.0

3.10.450.30

3.30.370.10

−17.3

− 17.8

1cho

Chymotrypsi/ovomucoid

1.8

2.40.10.10

3.30.60.30

−14.4

− 13.2

1cse

Subtilisin/eglin C

1.2

3.40.50.200

3.30.10.10

1a2p (0.49)
1a19 (0.44)
5cha (0.49)
2ovo (0.79)
1scd (0.36)
1acb (0.64)

−13.1

− 14.0

1ppf
1tec
2ptc

Elastase/ovomucoid
Thermitase/eglin C
Trypsin/PTI

1.8
2.2
1.9

2.40.10.10
3.40.50.200
2.40.10.10

3.30.60.30
3.30.10.10
4.10.410.10

−13.5
−14
−18.1

− 13.9
−14.0
− 17.4

2sec
2sic

Proteinase/inhibitor
Subtilisin/SSI

1.8
1.8

3.40.50.200
3.40.50.200

3.30.10.10
3.30.350.10

−14
−12.7

− 13.8
− 13.1

2sni

Subtilisin/C12

2.1

3.40.50.200

3.30.10.10

−15.8

− 15.4

3cpa
3sgb
3tpi
4sgb
4tpi
1vfb

Carboxypeptidase A/Gly–Tyr
Protease B/ovomucoid
Trypsinoge/PTI
Protease B/PCI-1
Trypsinogen/inhibitor
Fv D1.3/lysozyme

2.0
1.8
1.9
2.1
2.2
1.8

3.40.630.10
2.40.10.10
2.40.10.10
2.40.10.10
2.40.10.10
2.60.40.10

Peptide
3.30.60.30
4.10.410.10
3.30.60.30
4.10.410.10
1.10.530.10

−5.3
−12.7
−17.3
− 11.7
−17.7
− 11.5

− 4.9
− 12.6
− 18.2
− 12.6
− 17.0
− 12.0

1yqv
2tpi
2tgp
1tpa
2pcc

Fab HyHel5/lysozyme
Trypsinogen/Ile–Val
Trypsinogen/BPTI
Trypsin/BPTI
Cytochrome peroxidase/cyt C

1.7
2.1
1.9
1.9
2.3

2.60.40.10
2.40.10.10
2.40.10.10
2.40.10.10
1.10.520.10⁎

1.10.530.10
Peptide
4.10.410.10
4.10.410.10
1.10.760.10

−14.5
−5.8
−17.8
−17.8
−7

− 13.4
− 6.2
− 17.5
− 17.4
− 6.3

1acb
1st f

Chymotrypsin/eglin C
Papin/stefin B

2.0
2.4

2.40.10.10
3.90.70.10

3.30.10.10
3.10.450

−13.1
−13.5

− 13.5
− 13.4

1ycs
1dhk

p53/53BP2
Alpha-amylase/inhibitor

2.2
1.9

2.60.40.720
3.20.20.80

2.30.30.40⁎
2.60.120.200

−10.3
−14.3

− 11.3
− 14.5

2ptn (0.34)
6pti (0.36)
1sup (0.25)
3ssi (0.63)
1sup (0.26)
2ci2 (0.46)

1vfa (0.47)
8lyz (0.51)

1cca (0.35)
1ycc (0.49)
5cha (0.69)
1cse (0.63)
1ppn (0.32)
2ioo (0.69)
1pif (1.28)

a

Status of the rigid-body approximation: The first 19 structures have been employed successfully in the past modeling work that assumed rigid-body association and
are thus assumed to satisfy the rigid-body approximation. By searching the literature and PDB we were sometimes able to locate unbound receptor and ligand
coordinates [24,26]. In these cases, we calculated the rmsd between the unbound structures and the bound ones. It is assumed that the rigid-body approximation is
satisfied for Cα rmsd ≤ 0.9 . The unbound receptor PDB identifier is listed first and the ligand identifier is listed second; calculated rmsd values are given in
parentheses. We were not always able to find unbound receptor and ligand structures. Despite an rmsd of ≈ 1.28, 1DHK was included in the training set and is assumed
to satisfy the rigid-body approximation (see text). The CATH codes are for the unbound receptor and ligand, respectively and are from (http://www.cathdb.info/latest/
index.html). An ⁎ indicates a structure with more than one CATH code. The binding affinity data was collected from multiple sources [6,13,16,17,19,39]. All binding
affinities are in kcal mol− 1.

It is important to recall that Eq. (13) is only meant to estimate the charge desolvation and hydrophobic contributions
to transfer. As such, it is unreasonable to assume that we can
use it to fully account for transfer free energies. However, a
good correlation between experimentally determined values for
ΔGX,w–oct and the values estimated using Eq. (13) would
suggest that Eq. (13) does capture the essential physics of
charge–water and hydrophobic–water interactions. Thus, by
comparing predictions made using Eq. (13) with experimental
side-chain transfer free energies we can test the functional form
and coefficients of Eq. (13). This is especially important given
the assumptions that lead to Eq. (13), in particular the
assumption that polar–polar and charge–polar interactions
help offset the free energy penalty of polar group desolvation,
that the net polar desolvation penalty is negligible.
In practice we used Eq. (13) to calculate the free energy of
transferring a given tripeptide or pentapeptide form water to

octanol. In making the calculations we assumed all peptide
atoms had an aqueous phase SASA N 1.0 and an octanol phase
SASA b 1.0. Because XL,+/− and XL,c/s are calculated as negative
(the change in the number of solvent exposed charged or
hydrophobic atoms, respectively), the charged term makes an
unfavorable contribution to transfer while the hydrophobic term
makes a favorable one.
The contribution of individual side chains can also be
calculated,
DDGX ;w–oct ¼ DGX ;w–oct þ DGref ;w–oct

ð14Þ

where the reference amino acid (ref) is Gly in the case of the
tripeptides and Ala in the case of the pentapeptides. The
predicted ΔΔGX,w–oct values calculated using Eqs. (13) and (14)
can now be meaningfully compared with experimentally
determined side-chain free energies of transfer.
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2.7. Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft
Excel and Sagata Regression Professional (http://www.sagata.
com/). Additional details on the statistical methods employed in
this study can be found elsewhere [42].
3. Results
3.1. Training set and statistical analysis of the regression model
Eq. (12) was obtained by regression analysis on a training set
of 24 protein–protein complexes. Information regarding all 24
complexes is summarized in Table 1. The descriptor values for
all 24 complexes are presented in Table 2. The training set
consists of very high quality structures and is conspicuous for
the large number of protease-inhibitor complexes. There is good
reason to believe that each of the 24 complexes approximates
rigid-body binding, exhibits a single binding mode and is consistent with our default charge model (see Materials and
methods). The data presented in Tables 1 and 2 clearly indicate
large variations in descriptor values and binding free energies
across all 24 complexes.
The results of the regression analysis are summarized in
Fig. 1, Tables 5–7. Fig. 1 displays the fit between the regression
Table 2
Training set descriptor values
PDBa

ΔX b+/−

ΔX cc/s

X dsb

X ehb

X fgap

ΔX grot

1brs
1cho
1cse
1ppf
1tec
2ptc
2sec
2sic
2sni
3cpa
3sgb
3tpi
4sgb
4tpi
1vfb
1yqv
2tpi
2tgp
2pcc
1acb
1tpa
1stf
1ycs
1dhk

−3
0
−5
−1
−5
−3
−5
−3
0
−4
0
−3
0
−5
−4
−8
−2
−2
0
−1
−1
0
−3
−9

− 58
− 53
− 44
− 53
− 56
− 56
− 49
− 66
− 60
− 25
− 41
− 52
− 44
− 56
− 30
− 39
− 26
− 57
− 16
− 46
− 56
− 64
− 34
− 106

11
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
3
0
6
3
2
2
0
2
0
6
−3

10
9
15
9
14
15
14
11
11
6
9
16
8
16
13
14
5
14
2
10
13
8
9
15

2662
3780
3801
5219
3528
3133
4015
3580
3863
168
3053
3220
3362
3145
3644
3720
62
3231
5165
4753
3184
4003
3300
7149

− 29
− 25
− 22
− 21
− 18
− 20
− 20
− 25
− 26
−8
− 15
− 19
−11
− 23
− 21
− 29
− 10
− 20
− 32
− 26
− 20
− 23
− 43
− 34

PDB codes for all 24 training set complexes. bChange in the number of solvent
exposed charged groups following complex formation. cChange in the number
of solvent exposed hydrophobic groups (carbons and sulfurs). dTotal number of
interfacial salt bridges and e hydrogen bonds. fInterface gap volume. gChange in
the number of solvent exposed side-chain (and main-chain torsions in the case of
peptide ligands) torsions following association. A linear combination of all six
descriptors, weighted by linear regression on the 24 member training set, gives
Eq. (12). See text for additional details.

Fig. 1. Training set binding affinities versus predicted affinities. Experimental
training set binding affinities (ΔGbind,exp) versus binding affinities (ΔGbind)
estimated using Eq. (12) (kcal mol− 1); see Tables 1 and 2 for data on all 24
training set complexes; R2 = 0.97; rmsd = 0.62 kcal mol − 1; Q 2 = 0.91.

estimates of Eq. (12) and the experimental binding affinities of
the training set complexes. Table 5 summarizes the statistics
(R = 0.98, R2 = 0.97, R2-adj = 0.96, rmsd = 0.62 kcal mol− 1) we
calculated to assess the goodness-of-fit between Eq. (12) and the
training set binding data and the overall statistical significance
( f-test, p b 0.05) of the model. Table 5 also includes the results
of the leave-one-out cross validation (Q 2 = 0.91) we performed
as a quantitative first test of the equations goodness-ofprediction. Table 6 summarizes the sensitivity analysis we performed to assess each terms contribution to the observed fit with
the experimental data. Table 7 gives the comprehensive regression diagnostics performed to evaluate the statistical legitimacy
of each coefficient in Eq. (12).
3.2. Evaluating the descriptors
Each of the physical descriptors in Eq. (12) has been
identified with a specific thermodynamic quantity, as

a

Fig. 2. Predicted versus experimental tripeptide side-chain transfer free energies.
Predicted water–octanol (ΔΔGX,w–oct) versus experimental water–octanol
(ΔΔGX,w–oct,exp) side-chain transfer free energies (kcal mol− 1) for seven hostguest (X) tripeptides. Eqs. (12) and (13) were used to make the predictions.
R2 = 0.93, R = 0.97, rmsd = 1.36 kcal mol− 1. The experimental data is from Kim
and Szoka [51].
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indicated in Eqs. (8)–(11): the formation of salt bridges,
hydrogen bonds and water-bridged interactions at the
receptor–ligand interface, the burial of hydrophobic and
charged groups, and the burial and immobilization of sidechain torsions. Each of these phenomena is thought to be
important to complex formation [25,43,44]. Nevertheless, we
further evaluated the physics of each a priori association by
comparing our results to those obtained from previous
modeling and experimental studies.
Table 8 summarizes and quantitatively compares the
regression-optimized coefficient magnitudes obtained for
Eq. (12) with those from theory and experiment, indicating
good agreement between the two. To test the energetic and
entropic contributions of hydrophobic and charged group
desolvation implied by Eq. (12), we used Eq. (12) to predict
water–octanol side-chain transfer free energies for 8 hostguest tripeptides and 17 pentapeptides and compared the
predictions with experimental water–octanol transfer free
energies. The results of this analysis are presented in Figs. 2
and 3. Our predictions are in good agreement with experiment, further suggesting the physical accuracy of our
regression equation.
3.3. Testing the predictive power of Eq. (12)
The high Q2 value (0.91) presented in Table 5 suggests that
Eq. (12) can be used to accurately predict binding affinities
for complexes excluded from the training set. To directly
evaluate this possibility a test set of 35 diverse complexes was
constructed and Eq. (12) was used to make blind binding
affinity predictions for the entire test set. Information regarding
all 35 protein–protein structures is provided in Tables 3 and 4.
In stark contrast with the training set, the test set is conspicuous
for its lack of protease-inhibitors, the large number of peptide

ligands, the presence of non-proteineous atoms at several
complex interfaces (9 phosphorylated-tyrosine residues, pTyr),
and the use of lower resolution and NMR structures. It is
interesting to note that our test set is considerably larger and more
heterogeneous than our training set. The receptor–ligand
interactions implied by the CATH codes indicate minimal overlap
between the training and test sets. As with the training set, there
are large variations in descriptor values and binding free energies
across the 35 member test set. With a few exceptions there is good
reason to think that the test set complexes satisfy the main
assumptions of our method. Experimental and predicted binding
affinities for the 35 complexes are summarized in Table 3. A bestfit-regression line between predicted and experimentally determined binding affinities (excluding 4 outliers, R2 = 0.79, R = 0.89,
rmsd = 1.2 kcal mol− 1) is given in Fig. 4.
3.4. Direct comparisons with previous work
Ma et al. [19] derived a regression equation to estimate
binding affinities for protein–protein and protein–peptide
complexes from static complex structures. Their empirical
equation was derived for use as a scoring function for the
protein–protein docking problem. The direct relevance of the
Ma et al. method to our work is obvious and thus a direct
comparison was deemed important. A comparison with Eq. (12)
in terms of training set size (20/24), number of descriptors (3/6),
R2-adj (0.96/0.90), rmsd (0.66/1.08 kcal mol− 1), and Q2 (0.91/
0.88) is provided in Table 9. Ma and co-workers did not include
blind prediction on a test set in their study.
Dcomplex is a web-accessible, state-of-the-art, knowledgebased function for estimating binding affinities that was trained
and systematically tested on a large number of protein–ligand,
protein–protein and protein–nucleic acid complexes [5]. We
decided to compare the predicted binding affinities we obtained
using Eq. (12) with predictions made using Dcomplex. The 35
member test set described above, minus the 4 outliers we failed
to accurately predict, served as the comparison test set. The
results of the 31 member test comparison are summarized in
Fig. 5 (Eq. (12): R2 = 0.79, R = 0.89, rmsd = 0.6 kcald mol− 1/
Dcomplex: R2 = 0.53, R = 0.73, rmsd = 2.6 kcal mol− 1).
4. Discussion

Fig. 3. Predicted versus experimental pentapeptide side-chain transfer free
energies. Predicted water–octanol (ΔΔGX,w–oct) versus experimental water–
octanol (ΔΔGX,w–oct,exp) side-chain transfer free energies (kcal mol− 1) for 17
host-guest (X) tripeptides. Eqs. (12) and (13) were used to make the predictions.
R 2 = 0.86, R = 0.93, rmsd = 0.97 kcal mol− 1. The experimental data is from
Wimley et al. [52]. Arg and Lys were omitted from analysis because salt bridge
formation accompanies transfer; Gly was also excluded, as its transfer free
energy is problematic [52].

Our goal was to derive and validate an empirical free
energy function to explain and predict protein–protein
binding affinities, subject to certain constraints. To accomplish this, we formulated a master thermodynamic equation
(Eq. (7)), associated each thermodynamic term in the equation
with a linear combination of a priori plausible physical
descriptors, and used multiple linear regression on a 24
member training set to optimize the proportionality constants.
The major result of this paper is Eq. (12); a regression
equation that estimates binding affinities in terms of receptor–
ligand salt bridges, the quantum-mechanical contribution of
hydrogen bonds, and water mediated interactions, respectively, and charge and hydrophobic group desolvation and
interfacial torsion immobilization.
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Table 3
Test set PDB codes, complex types, experimental and predicted binding affinities
PDBa

Complex type

Resolution (Å)

CATH (Rec)

CATH (Lig)

Rigid bodya

1a0o

Che Y/ChA

3.0

3.40.50.230

3.30.70.400

1hbs
2iff
1avz

Deoxyhemoglobin
Antibody/lysozyme
V-1 Nef/Fyn Sh3

3.0
2.7
3.0

1.10.490.10
2.60.40.10
3.30.62.10

1.10.490.10
1.10.530.10
2.30.30.40

1hhg
1hhh
1hhi
1hhk
1lcj
1lck
1lkl
1sps
1tce
2pld
1irs
1shc
1sha
1dkz
2er6
1bbz
1ebpc
1nsn
1jhl
1mda
3hfm
1bth

MHC/peptide
MHC/peptide
MHC/peptide
MHC/peptide
Sh2/pTYR
Sh3–Sh2/pTYR
Sh2/pTYR
Sh2/pTYR
Sh2/pTYR
Sh2/pTYR
IRS-1 PTB/pTYR
PTB/pTYR
Sh2/pTYR
DNAK/peptide
Endothiapepsin/peptide
Sh3/peptide
EPO receptor/peptide
Antibody/nuclease
Antigen/antibody
Dehydrogenase/amicyacin
Hy/HEL-10/FAB-lysozyme
Thrombin/BPTI

2.6
3.0
2.5
2.5
1.8
2.5
1.8
2.7
nmr
nmr
nmr
nmr
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.7
2.8
2.8
2.4
2.5
3.0
2.3

3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
3.30.500.10
2.30.29.30
2.30.29.30
3.30.505.10
2.60.34.10⁎
2.40.70.10
2.30.30.40
2.60.40.30
2.60.40.10
2.60.40.10
2.130.10.10⁎
2.60.40.10
2.40.10.10

Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
Peptide
2.40.50.90
1.10.530.10
2.60.40.420
1.10.530.10
4.10.410.10

2kai

Kallikrein A/BPTI

2.5

2.40.10.10

4.10.410.10

2jel
1gla
1mel
1bql
1nmbb
1avwb

Jel42 FAB/Hpr
IIIGLC/glycerol kinase
VH antibody/lysozyme
Anti-HEL FAB/lysozyme
NC10/neuraminade
Trypsin/STI

2.5
2.6
2.5
2.6
2.2
1.8

2.60.40.10
3.30.420.40
2.60.40.10
2.60.40.10
2.60.40.10
2.40.10.10

3.30.1340.10
2.70.70.10
1.10.530.10
1.10.530.10
2.120.10.10
2.80.10.50

1wejb

E8 antibody/cytochrome C

1.8

2.60.40.10

1.10.760.10

1hhjb

MHC/peptide

2.5

3.30.500.13

Peptide

1ehc (0.72)
1fwp (1.8)
[18]
[16]
1avv (0.68)
1shf (0.42)
[20]
[20]
[20]
[20]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[22]
[53]
1oew (0.6)
[54]
[25] 1ern (2.14)
[25] 1kdc (0.74)
[25] 1ghl (0.51)
?
[25]
2htn (poor fit),
6pti (0.48)?
2pka (0.53)
6pti (0.46)
[24] 1poh (0.58)
[25] 1f3g (0.42)
[25] 1lza (0.67)
1dkj (0.84)
[25] 7nn9 (0.28)
2ptn (0.39)
1ba7 (0.47)
1qbl (0.91)
1hrc (0.36)
[20]

ΔGbind,exp

ΔGbind

− 8.1

− 7.6

− 4.8
−11.1
− 6.4

− 6.5
− 9.6
− 8.7

− 8.9
−11.6
−11.2
− 10.9
− 8.0
− 7.0
− 8.0
− 9.1
− 5.9
− 9.1
− 7.2
− 10.0
−7.6
− 9.1
− 9.8
− 7.7
−11.7
−11.8
−11.8
− 7.3
− 13.3
− 16.5

− 10.4
− 10.5
− 9.5
− 9.4
− 9.4
− 7.4
− 7.7
− 9.6
− 5.4
− 9.4
− 7.6
− 7.9
− 7.1
− 9.5
− 10.2
− 7.0
− 9.9
− 13.5
− 9.6
− 6.1
− 14.9
− 16.8

− 12.5

− 13.1

−11.5
− 7.1
− 10.5
− 14.5
− 10.0
− 12.3

− 12.5
− 8.4
− 10.2
− 13.4
− 14.7
− 21.1

− 9.5

− 15.0

− 9.0

− 13.3

a

Status of the rigid-body approximation: a reference indicates that the structure was used in the past work that assumed or argued for rigid-body binding and is thus
assumed to satisfy the approximation. Where possible, we calculated the Cα rmsd between bound and unbound receptor and ligand structures [24,26]. It is assumed that
the rigid-body approximation is satisfied for Cα rmsd ≤ 0.9 . The unbound receptor PDB code is listed first and the ligand code below it; calculated rmsd values are
given in parentheses. We were not always able to find unbound receptors and ligands. Despite rmsd's of ≈1.8 and 2.4, 1a0o and 1ebp were included in the test set and are
assumed to satisfy the rigid-body approximation. The “?” indicates that we lack clear independent evidence for the truth or falsity of the rigid-body approximation.
b
Failed predictions (see text). cWe also retained 1ebp because it includes a large peptide ligand and seems to mark the transition when main-chain torsions should be
excluded from peptide calculations. The CATH codes are for the unbound receptor and ligand, respectively and are from (http://www.cathdb.info/latest/index.html). An
⁎ indicates a structure with more than one CATH code. The binding data is from multiple sources ([5,16,20–22,39,54]. All binding affinities are in kcal mol− 1.

4.1. Explaining binding affinities
To justify the claim that Eq. (12) explains or causally
accounts for protein–protein binding affinities, at least four
conditions must be satisfied: (1) the equation must have the
correct form and include all relevant terms; (2) the equation
must accurately model the binding energies of the training set;
(3) the correlations implied by the equation cannot be attributed
to random chance; (4) the contribution of each term to the
binding affinity is consistent with experiment and fundamental
theory.

Eq. (7) appears to satisfy condition (1) in that important free
energy contributions have been included. The key to this
derivation are the assumptions that the cost of polar group
desolvation can be ignored and, that ΔGtrans–rot ≈ 0 and the
inclusion of a term for water-bridged receptor–ligand contacts.
The high correlation coefficient (R = 0.98) demonstrates near
optimal agreement between the binding energies estimated by
Eq. (12) and the experimental values. The calculated coefficient
of determination (R2 = 0.97) implies that Eq. (12) accounts for
roughly 97% of the variation in the experimental binding data,
even when adjusted for the number of model descriptors (R2-
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Table 4
Test set descriptor values
PDBa

ΔX b+/−

ΔX cc/s

X dsb

X ehb

X fgap

ΔX grot

1a0o
1hbs
2iff
1avz
1hhg
1hhh
1hhi
1hhk
1lcj
1lck
1lkl
1sps
1tce
2pld
1irs
1shc
1sha
1dkz
2er6
1bbz
1ebp
1nsn
1jhl
1mda
3hfm
1bth
2kai
2jel
1gla
1mel
1bql
1nmb
1avw
1wej
1hhj

−1
0
−7
−4
−5
−6
−5
−5
−7
−5
−5
−7
−4
−5
−1
−1
−6
0
−6
0
0
−1
−5
0
−5
− 10
−4
−3
−1
−4
−6
−1
−5
−5
−5

−33
−8
−42
−35
−50
−84
−71
−73
−25
−24
−19
−28
−34
−49
−39
−51
−18
−33
−57
−31
−15
−40
−49
−29
−56
−75
−51
−44
−38
−59
−41
−29
−74
−39
−63

3
0
2
5
1
1
1
1
2
4
4
5
5
5
2
2
4
0
1
0
0
3
4
0
1
5
1
2
7
0
3
1
3
3
4

4
0
11
6
14
13
12
11
14
10
10
12
4
8
7
5
11
8
12
6
8
8
6
0
14
17
10
9
1
10
14
10
16
13
14

2494
8343
3773
1675
1254
686
590
1287
2159
805
513
1290
2131
1818
1303
2285
634
2439
1744
609
1945
5618
4856
5585
4181
3695
4354
4402
3560
2287
3807
5873
5461
4288
1000

− 24
− 20
− 27
− 12
− 41
− 42
− 41
− 41
− 30
− 32
− 22
− 24
− 32
− 27
− 40
− 35
− 24
− 30
− 25
− 18
−6
− 34
− 26
− 15
− 25
− 26
− 12
− 20
− 29
− 23
− 31
− 20
− 17
− 16
− 39

a

PDB codes for all 35 test set complexes. bChange in the number of solvent
exposed charged groups following complex formation. cChange in the number
of solvent exposed hydrophobic groups (carbons and sulfurs). dTotal number of
interfacial salt bridges and e hydrogen bonds. fInterface gap volume. gChange in
the number of solvent exposed side-chain (and main-chain torsions in the case of
peptide ligands) torsions following association. See text for additional details.

adj = 0.96). The calculated root-mean-squared deviation (rmsd)
between the implied and actual binding energies is ≈ RT and is
negligible (rmsd = 0.62 kcal mol− 1). These results indicate that
our regression equation accurately models the training set
binding data and that condition (2) has been satisfied.
The overall statistical significance ( f-statistic) of the regression model was calculated and the relevant null hypothesis
tested (α+/− = αc/s = αsb = αhb = αgap = αtor = 0). The null hypothesis was to be rejected for p b 0.05. We obtained an f-statistic
(89.6) and corresponding probability ( p b 0.05) that clearly
justify rejection of the null hypothesis, thus establishing
Eq. (12) as a statistically significant estimator of the training
set binding data. The results of a sensitivity analysis show that
each term makes a statistically significant contribution the
models goodness-of-fit supporting our use of the full regression
model. Next, we evaluated the statistical significance of each
descriptor by calculating t-statistics for each regression weight
to test the null hypothesis, βi = 0, where i = +/−, c/s, sb, hb, gap,

Fig. 4. Test set binding affinities versus predicted affinities. Experimental test set
binding affinities (ΔGbind,exp) versus binding affinities (ΔGbind) estimated using
Eq. (12) (kcal mol− 1). See Tables 3 and 4 and for data on the 35 test set structures.
The best-fit-regression line is through the 31 successful predictions (black filled
circles); R2 = 0.79, R = 0.89, rmsd = 1.2 kcal mol− 1. Failed predictions are shown as
open circles. Including failed predictions, the best-fit-regression line (not shown)
implies R2 = 0.53, R = 0.73, rmsd = 2.4 kcal mol− 1.

tor. The null hypothesis was to be rejected for p b 0.05. We
determined that each of the six descriptors clearly serves as a
significant estimator of the training set binding data. Thus, our
statistical analysis shows that random chance does not account
for the associations of Eq. (12) and that condition (3) appears to
be satisfied.
If it can be shown that the underlying assumptions of
regression have been satisfied, then the preceding statistical
analysis is rigorously justified [42]. To test the assumption of
multi-colinearity, we performed a cross-correlation analysis and
this revealed no significant correlations between the descriptors
(data not shown). Variance inflation factors (VIF's) were also
calculated which indicated a total absence of higher level
correlations between the descriptors. To test the assumptions of
error normality, independence, constant variance, zero mean,
and linearity, plots of residuals versus predicted binding affinity
and normals versus residuals were constructed (results not
shown). As required, the residual-prediction plot exhibits a
Table 5
Regression goodness-of-fit analysis
Statistic

Value

R
R2
R2-adj
rmsd
f-test
p-value

0.98
0.97
0.96
0.62
89.6
≪0.00001
0.91

2
Q

R is the correlation coefficient. R2 is the coefficient of determination and R2-adj
is the coefficient of determination adjusted for the number of regressors. The
rmsd gives the root mean squared deviation between the binding affinities
estimated from Eq. (12) and the experimentally determined ones (kcal mol− 1).
An f-test and corresponding probability was calculated to test the overall
significance of the regression model (null hypothesis rejected, p b 0.05). As an
initial test of Eq. (12)'s predictive power, a leave-one-out analysis was
performed and Q2 calculated.
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Table 8
Regression derived coefficients compared with experiment and theory

Descriptor a

df

Ε
ΔX+/−
ΔXc/s
Xsb
Xhb
Xgap
ΔXtor

0
1
1
1
1
1
1

b

SSR_diff c

Fd

p-value e

Coefficient a

Regression b

Experiment c

Theory d

–
64.54
17.01
32.98
124.34
8.58
3.48

–
119.03
31.36
60.83
229.32
15.83
6.42

–
≪0.05
≪0.05
≪0.05
≪0.05
≪0.05
0.02

a+/−
ac/s
asb
ahb
agap
ator

0.85
0.067
0.66
0.90
0.00087
0.09

See Figs. 2 and 3
See Figs. 2 and 3
0.0 to 2.0 e
0.7 to 1.0 f
–
–

≈ 1.0 g
–
0.65 h
0.74–1.4 i
–
0.09–0.22 j

a

List of physical descriptors used in the full regression model.
b
Degrees of freedom.
c
Sum of squares regression difference (reduction in SSR if a given term is
removed from the full model and the reduced model re-fitted).
d
Calculated F-statistic for each term.
e
p-value for each F-statistic (null hypothesis rejected for p b 0.05).

random distribution of points while the normal-residual plot
exhibits approximate linearity. Our regression model thus
satisfies the key assumptions of regression analysis and all
inferences are justified accordingly.
As a final test, we transformed the values for each descriptor
and re-performed the regression analysis. The mathematical
transformation involved subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation for each of the six descriptors. We
obtained identical regression results for the transformed data as
for the untransformed data (results not shown).
The main results of our statistical analyses are summarized in
Tables 5, 6 and 7. A plot of experimentally determined training
set binding affinities versus empirical predictions (ΔGbind) is
also provided in Fig. 1. The results demonstrate that Eq. (12) is
an excellent estimator of the training set binding data. Our
theoretical derivation and statistical analysis also shows that
each term in Eq. (12) makes an important and statistically
significant contribution to estimating the binding affinities.
While even the most exhaustive statistical analysis cannot
definitively establish physical causation, our analysis strongly
suggests that casual connections exist between the physical
descriptors of Eq. (12) and experimentally determined binding
affinities.

a

The descriptor coefficients used in Eq. (12).
The magnitudes assigned to each descriptor coefficient by regression analysis.
c
Experimentally determined coefficient magnitudes.
d
Theoretically determined coefficient magnitudes. A dashed line (–)
indicates that we were unable to locate or calculate the magnitude in question.
All magnitudes are in units of kcal mol− 1. Although not presented in the Table, it
is important to note that the signs of the various regression estimates are also in
agreement with the theory and experiment.
e
The experimental range for the neutral/favorable salt bridge contribution
derives from several sources [55–57].
f
The experimental range for the favorable hydrogen bonding contribution is
from several references as well [58–60]. Agreement with the first two sources
reasonably assumes that ΔGhb ≈ ΔHhb ≈ 0.8–0.9 kcal mol− 1.
g
The theoretical estimate for the free energy cost of desolvating a charged
group was calculated using Coulomb's law, the Boltzmann relation for the
entropy and a theoretical estimate of 0.7 kcal/mol for the QM contribution of a
hydrogen bond (see Supplementary material). It is assumed that the exposed
protein charged group (NH1) interacts with the solvent primarily through two
hydrogen bonds (NH1 – O) and that upon charge desolvation a single water–
water hydrogen bond is formed. Assuming the water molecule acquires three
additional degrees of freedom on desolvation, a distance dependent dielectric of
14, an interaction distance of 3.5 , and partial charges of +0.33 (NH1), +0.42
(HW), and − 0.83 (OW) gives desolvation cost of ≈ 1.0 kcal mol− 1. Admittedly,
this calculation provides a very rough estimate for the cost of charge
desolvation.
h
The theoretical range for the salt bridge contribution is based on Coulomb's law,
assuming two partial charges (−0.5 and +0.33) separated by 3.5 , interacting
through a medium with “average” dielectric 12–24, while immersed in 100 mM
NaCl and assuming a desolvation penalty of 0.85 kcal/mol.
i
The lower end of the theoretical range for the hydrogen bonding contribution
assumes the covalent contribution is roughly 10% of the total H-bond interaction
energy [28] which is ≈7.4 kcal mol− 1 [58,61]. In addition to good numerical
agreement with our regression estimate, this lower bound supports our
interpretation that the hydrogen bonding contribution is primarily quantummechanical or covalent in origin (see Supplementary material for more on this).
The higher estimate is from a recently described free energy function ([3]).
j
The theoretical cost of burying a side-chain torsion depends on the specific
side-chain type [62].
b

Table 7
Regression coefficient diagnostics
Descriptors a a's b
Ε
ΔX+/−
ΔXc/s

X

sb
X
hb
X
gap

ΔXtor
a

t stat c

p-value d Lower
95% e

− 0.54
–
–
− 0.85
− 10.91 b0.0001
0.067
5.60 b0.0001
− 0.66
− 7.80 b0.0001
− 0.90
− 15.14 b0.0001
− 0.00087 − 3.98 b0.0001
− 0.09
− 2.53
0.02

–
− 1.02
0.04
− 0.84
− 1.02
− 0.00133
− 0.17

Upper
95%

VIF f

–
–
− 0.69
1.65
0.09
1.91
− 0.48
2.45
− 0.77
2.06
− 0.00041
4.02
− 0.02
− 0.02

List of physical descriptors used in the regression model.
Coefficients assigned to each descriptor by regression analysis.
c
t-statistic calculated from each descriptor.
d
Probability of getting a given t-statistic by chance (null hypothesis rejected
for p b 0.05).
e
95% confidence intervals for each regression coefficient.
f
Variance inflation factors (see text).
b

Condition (4) exists because it is possible for an equation to
make mathematical but not physical sense. Thus, we decided to
investigate the physical basis of each term in Eq. (12) that has
been identified with a specific thermodynamic quantity (Eqs.
(8)–(11)). Thus, we tested the regression-weighted descriptors
from Eq. (12) against the available experimental evidence and
theoretical considerations. According to Eq. (12), hydrogen
bond formation, hydrophobic group desolvation, and interfacial
water interactions are predicted to contribute favorably to
binding, while charged group desolvation and torsion immobilization are predicted to oppose binding. Depending on the
nature of the electrostatic interactions at the interface, salt
bridges are predicted to be stabilizing, destabilizing or
thermodynamically neutral. All of this fits qualitatively with
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our background knowledge regarding the physical basis of
protein–protein association [2,18,25]. There is also an excellent
quantitative agreement between the coefficient magnitudes
assigned by regression analysis and the magnitudes drawn from
theoretical and experimental studies. The results of this analysis
are presented in Table 8 and Figs. 2 and 3. It appears that
condition (4) is satisfied and the regression weights of Eq. (12)
are consistent with the available experimental data and theoretical arguments. It thus seems reasonable to infer that Eq. (12),
within well-defined limits, can be used to explain protein–
protein binding affinities. In the Supplementary material we
have provided an extended discussion of each regressionweighted descriptor and how it relates to experiment and theory.
4.2. Predicting binding affinities
An equation can be explanatory without being predictive and
vice versa. Hence, independent tests must be performed to
evaluate the predictive power of a given equation. As a first
direct test of the predictive utility of Eq. (12) a leave-one-out
cross validation was performed, yielding excellent results
(Q2 = 0.91) suggesting that Eq. (12) can be used to predict
binding affinities for complexes excluded from the training set.
A more demanding test is to use Eq. (12) in blind prediction
on a test set. Towards this end, we constructed a test set of 35
protein–protein complexes (Tables 3 and 4); a cursory look at
Tables 3 and 4 reveals that the test set is very different from
the training set in terms of ligand and receptor size and type,
complex interactions, and structural quality and that there is a
large range of experimental binding affinities and descriptor
values. Indeed, the 9 Sh2-pTyr complexes included in the test
set involve phosphoryl-group receptor–ligand contacts that are
totally absent from the training set. Thus, our test set provides a
demanding test of the predictive power of Eq. (12) and its
transferability.
Eq. (12) was used to blindly and successfully predict binding
affinities for 31 of the 35 test set complexes, for a success rate
of 89%. The results of the analysis are summarized in Fig. 4.
Excluding outliers, we obtained excellent agreement between
prediction and experiment (R2 = 0.79, R = 0.89, rmsd = 1.2). These
results suggest that Eq. (12) can be used to blindly predict binding
affinities almost to within experimental error. The results further
suggest that Eq. (12) captures the essential thermodynamics of
complex formation and is transferable. Even the inclusion of all 4
outliers gives good results (R2 = 0.53, R = 0.73, rmsd = 2.4).
Hence, Eq. (12) can be used to accurately predict binding affinities for a range of protein complexes and this, in turn, improves
our confidence in the theoretical, statistical and physical legitimacy of Eq. (12).
It is important to make a distinction between explained
and unexplained outliers and to point out that Eq. (12) and its
derivation provides a coherent, physics-based, framework for
categorizing outliers as such and for suggesting improvements to
future versions of the equation. For example, overestimation of
1HHJ is not uncommon [45] and is probably due to the fact that
the salt bridges present at the interface are highly solvent exposed
(data not shown). Future versions of Eq. (12) might thus be

modified to reflect the attenuating effect of solvent exposure on
charge–charge interactions. Despite its inclusion in the test set,
1AVW might nevertheless be of relatively poor quality and might
violate the rigid-body approximation. Both possibilities are
suggested by the high B-factors exhibited by the complex (data
not shown) and by the fact that the C-alpha atoms of a second
crystal complex (1AVX) superimpose onto 1AVW with a
relatively high rmsd of 1.50. While the reasons for our failure
to predict 1NMB and 1WEJ are unclear, violation of the rigidbody assumption is a real possibility. This is because differences
between bound and unbound Cα coordinates, while no doubt
strongly correlated with ΔGisomer, provides an imperfect measure
for evaluating the rigid-body approximation, for even minor Cα
changes can probably sometimes give rise to large ΔGisomer and
vice versa.
4.3. Comparison with other methods
Predicting and explaining absolute protein–protein binding
affinities is an unsolved and difficult problem. This is made
clear by the fact that even highly sophisticated, computationally
expensive, and expertly implemented all-atom simulation-based
free energy methods are sometimes incapable of producing
quantitative agreement with experiment [46–48].
To date, it appears that the largest study and best performance
reported for a pure molecular mechanics-based method was for a
non-diverse test set of 15 protein–protein complexes that approximate rigid-body binding [16]. In that study, the authors showed
that their function could be used to predict binding affinities with
R2 = 0.56, R = 0.75, and rmsd = 2.4 kcal mol− 1. The study was
especially promising given that all of the free energy predictions
were made from static structures. Despite this the computational
cost was still relatively high, as free energy prediction was
preceded by energy minimization.
Schapira and co-workers combined a molecular mechanics/
Poisson–Boltzmann formalism, along with additional and
system-specific fitted parameters, to try and estimate binding
affinities for 8 protease–protein inhibitors (all eight are considered in the present paper) and 8 sh2-pTYR complexes (1lkk,
1shp and 1sps were omitted from the present study on structural/
quality grounds). After excluding several outliers and employing
an ingenious but computationally expensive MCM (Monte Carlo
with Minimization) optimization procedure Schapira et al.
reported statistical correlations of 0.95 and 0.91, respectively
[21]. Due to the use of additional and system-specific fitted
parameters, however, it is not clear if this analysis qualifies as
blind prediction.
The linear interaction method (LIE) represents a relatively
new and popular approach to binding affinity prediction and has
been employed in the past to successfully predict small ligand
binding free energies with excellent results [49]. Like the
method employed by Schapira et al., the LIE method combines
molecular mechanics terms with additional fitted parameters.
Unlike the Schapira method, the LIE method requires explicit
ligand–solvent simulations. The LIE method is thus computationally demanding, at least from the perspective of scoring
function development. Moreover, care must be exercised in
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physically interpreting the LIE method and a universal set of
fitted parameters probably does not exist [48,49]. Most relevant
to the present study, the LIE method was recently evaluated and
found wanting for its utility in predicting protein–peptide
binding affinities [48]. In sum, the results reported for Eq. (12)
compare very favorably with what has been reported for even
highly sophisticated protein–protein free energy methods but at
much lower computational cost. Similarly, our results perform
well against scoring functions primarily designed to predict
binding affinities between proteins and small molecules,
carbohydrates, DNA and other non-protein ligands [42] (see
especially Table 1 in [42]).
Ma and co-workers have described an empirical function for
estimating protein–protein binding affinities from static structures that is very similar in spirit to our own. The function
includes three terms and was parameterized by regression on
structural and thermodynamic data from 20 protein complexes
(19 of which are considered in the present study; the insulin
dimmer 4INS was excluded because it has an interfacial
disulfide bridge). The side-chain accessible (NB) number was
used to estimate changes in conformational entropy. The total
number of hydrophilic pairs (Npair) was used to estimate the
electrostatic interaction energy. The change in apolar accessible
surface area (ΔASAapolar) was used to estimate the desolvation
free energy.
While Ma and co-workers evaluated the function using
various statistical measures (R2 and rmsd), we decided to
calculate other statistics (R2-adj and Q2) using the raw data
supplied in the original paper. We believe that this will allow for
more meaningful comparison. Indeed, the comprehensive
statistical analysis performed here, while perhaps common in
the protein–ligand literature [42], appears to be a first for
protein–protein studies.
The results of the comparison are summarized in Table 9. The
results show that the Ma function provides a good mathematical
fit with the training set data and may even be predictive but that
Eq. (12) provides superior performance. Importantly, Eq. (12) has
been validated in blind prediction while the Ma function has not.
Additionally, some of the terms employed in the Ma function do

Table 9
Comparison with the regression equation derived by Ma et al.
Investigator a

Descriptors/
training set b

Structural
optimization c

R2-adj/
rmsd d

Q2 e

Audie
Ma

6/24
3/20

None
EM

0.90/1.08
0.96/0.62

0.88
0.91

a

Results taken from this study and Ma et al. [19].
The total number of descriptors (independent variables) relative to the size
of the training set.
c
In the method of Ma et al. prediction is preceded by a preparatory energy
minimization (EM).
d
Adjusted correlation of determination (R2) and root-mean-squared deviation
rmsd (kcal mol− 1).
e
Ma and co-workers failed to calculate Q2, where Q2 is analogous to R2 but
quantifies goodness-of-prediction instead of goodness-of-fit. Hence, using their
data we calculated Q2 for them and included it for comparative purposes. Ma
et al. also failed to test their method in blind prediction on a test set.
b
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Fig. 5. Test set binding affinities versus predicted affinities using Eq. (17) and
Dcomplex. Experimental test set binding affinities (ΔGbind,exp) versus binding
affinities (ΔGbind) estimated using Eq. (12) and Dcomplex (kcal mol− 1). The
best-fit-regression lines are through the 31 successful predictions made using
Eq. (12) (black filled circles; unbroken line) and Dcomplex (open circles, dashed
line), respectively. For Eq. (12): R2 = 0.79, R = 0.89, rmsd = 1.2 kcal mol− 1 For
Dcomplex: R2 = 0.53, R = 0.73, rmsd = 2.6 kcal mol− 1. Most of the Dcomplex
binding affinity estimates were taken directly from the paper describing
Dcomplex [5]. Otherwise, estimates were made using the Dcomplex server
(http://sparks.informatics.iupui.edu/).

not have a clear physical basis. For example, the definition for
Npair implies that cation–cation and anion–anion interactions are
stabilizing and in a manner similar to hydrogen bonds and salt
bridges. This clearly underscores the importance of a mathematical, theoretical and physical evaluation of each regression term,
subject to data availability. Because the Ma equation improves
upon previous work, all of these considerations apply with even
greater force to other specifically empirical protein–protein
regression [13,18].
In the last decade there has been a discernable trend away
from physics-based empirical functions and towards statistical
or knowledge-based potentials [50]. Thus, we thought it was
important to directly compare blind predictions made using Eq.
(12) with predictions made using a knowledge-based potential.
We tested our predictions against those made using Dcomplex, a
recently described, cutting-edge, web-enabled and knowledgebased potential that was used to predict binding affinities for 82
protein complexes [5]. The results of the comparison are shown
in Fig. 5. For all 31 complexes Dcomplex performed well
(R2 = 0.53, rmsd = 2.4 kcal mol− 1) but Eq. (12) exhibited better
overall performance (R2 = 0.79, rmsd = 1.2 kcal mol− 1). These
results are especially encouraging given that in independent
comparative testing, Dcomplex was shown to outperform other
widely used functions [5].
It is important to recall that Eq. (12) can be used to both
predict and explain binding affinities. Unlike knowledge-based
potentials, Eq. (12) provides a consistent, physics-based
framework for interpreting and understanding results that is
intuitive to medicinal chemists (e.g. [50]). Thus, in comparison
with knowledge-based potentials Eq. (12) can be used to help
quantitatively guide and rationalize ligand and receptor design
in a way that knowledge-based potentials cannot.
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5. Conclusion
We have described a new function for explaining and
predicting experimentally determined protein–protein and
protein–peptide binding affinities. Our function implies that
protein complexes are stabilized by the covalent contributions of
hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic group burial and water mediated
interactions and are destabilized by torsion and charged group
burial; salt bridges are predicted to be either stabilizing or
destabilizing. The function's mathematical form follows from a
derivation that assumes native-state complexes are designed
such that ΔGdesolv,polarcan be ignored, ΔGtr ≈ 0, and that
makes explicit provisions for water-bridged receptor–ligand
interactions (ΔGr–w–l). Unlike previous work, we provide an
implicit estimate for ΔGr–w–l in terms of the interchain gap
volume, and an alternate approach for estimating charge and
hydrophobic group desolvation is used in place of conventional
surface area calculations. The function was parameterized using
regression analysis on an internally consistent and high quality
training set of 24 protein–protein complexes.
Extensive statistical testing and comparison with theory and
experiment indicates that the regression-optimized function can
be used to explain, within well-defined limits, protein–protein
and protein–peptide binding affinities. Importantly, the extension
to protein systems with multiple binding modes or that violate
rigid-body binding is conceptually straightforward. The results
from a leave-one-out cross validation analysis further suggest that
the function is predictive. Indeed, we used the function to blindly
and successfully predict binding affinities for a large and diverse
test set (31 protein complexes) which supports the usefulness of
our function and points to its transferability. We also used the
function to predict water–octanol transfer free energies for 25
peptides. In all, the function was used to accurately and blindly
predict 80 protein and peptide transfer and binding free energies.
Our function performed well in comparison to pure molecular mechanics-based methods, hybrid or fitted molecular
mechanics-based methods, and previously described regression
equations. A direct comparison with a new knowledge-based
potential produced encouraging results. When combined with
the functions algorithmic simplicity, low computational cost
and physically intuitive form, the results presented in this study
suggest that the function can be used to help solve a number of
protein design and discovery problems of theoretical, biological
and medical importance.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found,
in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.bpc.2007.05.021.
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